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1 Welcome to AQUARIUS WebPortal!

This is your guide to learning and using AQUARIUS WebPortal. You'll find topics that help you learn core tasks, features, and best practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Non-Administrator User Guide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>AQUARIUS WebPortal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>2022.2 Update 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Release Date</td>
<td>August 2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This guide is intended for new users who want to familiarize themselves with the core concepts, features, and workflows of AQUARIUS WebPortal.

We hope your experience with AQUARIUS WebPortal is enjoyable and productive!
2 Get Started

If you are exploring AQUARIUS WebPortal for the first time, use the following information to get started:

2.1 Maps

The portal landing page defaults to the map view. This shows a plot of points that the host organization has corresponding data for. They can then be selected or filtered for your specific needs. To learn more, see "Viewing Data in Maps" on page 13.

2.2 Lists

List view shows the data sets available from the portal on a grid, and can also be organized and filtered according to your needs. To learn more, see "Working with List View" on page 16.

2.3 Exporting Data

Once you have filtered the available data to meet your needs, you can export what you have found to your local system. To learn more, see "Exporting Data" on page 17.

2.4 Navigating AQUARIUS WebPortal

This demo walks through the process of drilling down from the default map view of WebPortal data to specific data sets, and shows how the pop-up windows in the map view can be used to see data sets, simple charts, dashboards and widgets, and other data visualization aids.

**NOTE** The graphics, locations, and other data shown in this tutorial are from a generic database. The data in your database will be different, and when selecting elements you need to substitute equivalent elements from your own data where necessary. The exact set of features available to you will also depend on how your system administrator has configured your account permissions or the public account permissions. Some features may not appear on your deployment.

2.4.1 Map and Map Grid

1. Starting on the Map, click **Select Parameter**, then select a parameter from the drop-down list. For example, **Precipitation Incremental**.
2. Click **Select Value**, then select **Last 24h** from the drop-down list. Parameter values displayed on the Map can be changed using this control.

3. Clicking an indicator displays a pop-up window with more information about the Location and Time-Series.

4. Click **Data Set** on the pop-up window, then select the **Grid** tab. This views the information for that location in tabular format.

**2.4.2 Location Overview**

For more information on a Location you can select the **Summary** tab, or from the pop-up window click **Location**. The Location Summary tab displays information about the Location and the list of Data Sets at the Location.
2.4.3 Data Set Overview

For more information on any of the Data Sets you can click the Go To menu from the Location Summary.

The Data Set Overview tab is itself broken up into a number of tabs:

- The Summary tab displays standard information about the Data Set (Parameter, Unit, etc.). The Summary can also display additional details specific to the Data Set (if they exist), for example, Flooding Levels, Operational Bands, Reservoir Spill Levels, etc.
The **Chart** tab creates a simple chart that shows the data over the last 24 hours.

The Charts are fully interactive allowing for zooming and panning by clicking and dragging the mouse. There are Chart display options in the bottom left-side corner. Charts images can be exported through the Export menu. To change the period of record being displayed click **Date**, then **Interval Latest**. You can select one of the pre-set values of Daily, Monthly, or Yearly from the drop-down list. Alternatively you can select Custom to set a custom date range.
- The **Grid** tab displays the same data as the Chart in a Grid or interactive table. This allows for sorting, filtering and exporting of data.
• The **Statistics** tab displays any statistics that have been calculated against the Data Set. Statistics must be pre-defined for each interval to be displayed. Statistics are not available for Custom date ranges.

• The **Alerts** tab contains a grid that displays Notifications sent out by the WebPortal. These Notification messages are sent out as emails and text-messages (SMS) to people in Distribution Groups.

• The **Export** tab displays the export screen for the data set, letting you define the parameters of a data export. For example, a date range, export format, and units can be defined, along with other details.
more information, see "Data Mode > Export" on page 51.

The **Reports** tab displays text-based reports called Information Requests, which can be displayed on-screen or requested via email or text-message (SMS). It also displays published reports, usually in PDF format.

- Your system may also be configured with **Dashboard** tabs. These can provide additional ways of displaying the Time-Series data including in gauges, charts combining data from multiple time-series, or live webcam views of the Location.

### 2.5 Viewing Data in Maps

By default WebPortal shows a selection of data the portal makes available to all users. Exactly what this data depends on how the portal administrator has set the defaults, or what data you were viewing the last time you visited the portal. Once on the portal you can customize the data to display what is relevant to you.
2.5.1 Filtering

To filter for meteorological stations above 1000m, for example, you can use the following steps. You may have to adjust the items selected to match the data available on your portal.

1. Click **Filter**.
2. Click **New Filter**.
3. In the **Name** field, type a name for the filter.
4. Click **Location Attribute**.
5. Click **Type**.
6. Click **Location whose Type**, then select **Meteorological station** from the drop-down list.
7. Click **Add Filter**. You will be returned to the Location Attributes screen.
8. Click **Elevation**.
9. Click **Is greater than**, then select **Is greater than or equal to** from the drop-down list.

10. In the field below, type **1000**. You do not need to enter units, the field uses whatever units the system defaults to, meters in this case.

11. Click **Filter**. The map information changes to show only meteorological stations with elevations of 1000m or above.

Note that if these stations are grouped in a specific region, the map will re-center and zoom to highlight this area. Also note the filter name you entered is now displayed next to the Filter control, and can be edited if you want to further adjust the parameters.

If you are not logged in, these filters are personal and can only be seen by you, and will expire when you leave the portal. If you are logged in, you can save these filters for your own use later, but they cannot be shared with other users. The portal administrator can create filters and make them available to other users.

### 2.5.2 Applying Legends

Legends help visualize the information available on the portal by applying different colors, markers, or additional visual elements to the map. The legend displayed is linked to the value you have selected. If you click **Select Legend**, a list of available and relevant legends will be displayed. Continuing with our previous example of meteorological stations based on elevation, you might be able to select a legend that colors the points based
on elevation ranges, giving you a better idea of just how high the stations are. The legends available and the parameters they use depends on the data available and how the administrator has configured the portal. They can be based on either location attributes or data set properties.

For more information on using and filtering maps, see "Data Mode > Map" on page 19.

2.6 Working with List View

The List page provides a grid-based view of the data currently displayed on the map. Filters developed for the Map can also be applied to the Grid view. A filter based on a specific geographical location or area may not be readily apparent from this view, but only locations within the specified area are displayed on the grid.

2.6.1 Filtering Grids

You can also apply filters based on the columns of the grid itself. Each column will have an ᵗ icon next to its name. Click on one of these icons and you will see a filter interface, similar to the one shown below.

![Filter Interface Example]

Continuing with our example of meteorological stations over 1000m, we now want to narrow our search to any stations associated with mountains.

1. Click the ᵗ icon for the Location column.
2. Using the following graphic as a guide, filter the locations for any that contain the word Mount, or the abbreviation Mt.
3. Click **Filter**. The list of stations will be further reduced to show only the ones with Mount or Mt in their location names.

You can also sort the information alphabetically by column by clicking the column heading you want to use.

For more information on using Lists, see "Data Mode > List" on page 29.

### 2.7 Exporting Data

Once you have filtered to select only the data sets you are interested in, you may want to export this data from the portal to your own system for further use. The ability to do this will depend on the right granted to portal users by the portal administrator, so may not be available to you in some cases.

Data mode’s Export page contains configuration options that you can use to bulk export your data sets. You can export multiple data sets for multiple parameters from multiple locations – all to a single, time-aligned file. Or to separate files for each data set, depending on your preferences for a given export event.

1. With the List from the previous example displayed, click **Go To** for one of the data sets, then select **Exports** from the drop-down list. The Export tab for the relevant data set is displayed.
2. Click **Date Range**, then select Last 7 Days from the drop-down list.

3. Click **Export Format**. Note that in addition to the default CSV format you can also export to Excel or JSON formats.

4. Click **Unit**. Note that the units available are automatically determined by the type of data being exported, and use the same default as the portal.

5. Click **Download** to download the data set to your local machine.

You can export multiple data sets at once using the Bulk Export feature. By default this feature is limited to 20 data sets to avoid overwhelming system resources, check with your system administrator to see where they have set this limit. Also you can use a URL to download the datasets in conjunction with the WebPortal API.

If you logged in and are frequently exporting the same data, you can configure and save an Export Template, to make future exports quicker and more efficient.

For more information on exporting data, see "Data Mode > Export" on page 51 and "Account Mode > Account Export Templates" on page 67.
3 About Data Mode

Data mode which is the functional area in which the majority of day-to-day tasks are performed. To learn more about the tasks you can perform in Data Mode, see:

- **Map**
- **List**
- **Folder**
- **Location**
- **Data Set**
- **Chart**
- **Export**
- **Alerts**
- **Reports**
- **Dashboards**

**NOTE** Depending on how your system is configured, a disclaimer may be displayed when launching WebPortal.

3.1 Data Mode > Map

You can use the Map page to monitor latest values received via data acquisition/telemetry, as well as to review historic events and forecast data. Similar to the Lists page, you can use the Map page’s data selectors to specify the following:

- The folder, parameter, or value to display.
- The latest data, periodic (daily, monthly, or yearly), or seasonal (daily, monthly, or annual) data to display.

WebPortal’s map is fully interactive. You can move it in all four directions by holding down the mouse button and dragging, and you can zoom in and out by using the mouse scroll wheel. On mobile devices, you can also use touch features, such as pinch and zoom as well as panning.
3.1.1 1. Map Controls

Top-left corner, shows map zooming and movement options.

- **Home button.** Moves the map to a predefined central location.
- **Geo-Locate button.** The button will show a small blue dot on the map at the user's location. The feature is available when viewing the site over HTTPS.
- **Base Map Selector button.** Allows you to switch to a variety of underlying base map options, including Satellite Imagery and World Terrain maps.
- **Spatial Filter Controls.** The spatial filter allows you to draw a shape on the map which only shows data for the locations within that shape. By selecting a spatial filter option, the mouse becomes a drawing tool. These controls are not available in 3D mode or mobile mode.

There are three drawing tools which can be used to spatially filter the map. Each tool are used in a slightly different way:

- **Polygon**
Click the map once to start drawing, continue clicking to create your shape, then double-click when the shape is complete. Alternatively, you can hold the mouse button down and drag for more precise drawing.

- **Rectangle**

![Rectangle tool](image)

Press down and drag from the one corner to the other, letting the mouse go when finished.

- **Circle**

![Circle tool](image)

Press down and drag from the centre of the circle, letting the mouse go when finished. The radius is shown with the tools when drawing.

Once a shape has been drawn you can click it to make edits. When the Transform option is selected, you can resize using the handlebars, or rotate or move the shape by clicking and dragging it at its centre point.

When the Reshape option is selected you can drag any point to reshape. The blue circles are the points that make up your shape, clicking a gray circle will add a new point which can be manipulated to reshape.
Locations displayed on the map will not be updated until you’ve finished making changes to the shape and de-selected it.

In addition to resizing and reshaping, when a shape is selected there is also the option to remove it, which will remove that spatial filter.

Only a single spatial filter can be added to the map at a time. Drawing a new shape over a preexisting one causes the new spatial filter replace the preexisting one.

3.1.2 Search

The Search bar is located in the upper right corner of the map on desktops, and is shown as an expandable option with other Map Controls in mobile mode. This allows you to enter a text search, which will be run against the Locations in your WebPortal database for possible matches.

Clicking on any of the items in the drop-down list will center and zoom the map to that Location, and display the Location pop-up window. If the Location is currently filtered, a pop-up window indicating this status will be displayed instead.

3.1.3 Scale Bar

Appears in the bottom-left corner, and shows a scale in Metric and Imperial measurements. Not available in 3D mode.
3.1.4 Coordinates
Displays the geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) for the current mouse position on the map in the bottom-left corner. Not available in mobile mode.

3.1.5 Map Scene Controls

Located in the bottom-right corner of the map, are the following controls:

- **Zoom buttons**: Allow you to zoom in and out of the map.

- **Scene Switcher**: Toggles between 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional views of the map. The 3-dimensional view will display heights of terrain or buildings only if data is available. Not available in mobile mode.

- **Pan and Rotate**: Toggles the mouse between panning the map or rotating the map in 3D mode.

- **Orientation**: Only available in 3D mode. Click to reset compass orientation.
3.1.6 Map Options

A collapsible item in the Info panel provides options that allow you to change how data is displayed on the map.

- **Display Indicators**: Shows or hides all indicators representing a location or time-series.

- **Aggregate Indicators**: Takes overlapping indicators and aggregates them to a single point. When the map is zoomed in, individual indicators will be displayed when they no longer overlap. The aggregated indicators are shown as large circle, with a number showing how many indicators are represented. The color of the marker represents the most common Legend color for the aggregated locations. Not available in 3D mode, or when Show Values In Indicators is selected.

- **Display Values**: Shows or hides numbers that are displayed beside indicators.

- **Show Values In Indicators**: Shows larger indicators with the values displayed inside them instead of to the right. When turned on the Aggregate Indicators option is disabled, as there is no way to differentiate between an aggregated indicator and a normal value indicator in this situation.

- **Legend Selector**: Changes which legend is used to classify data on the map.

- **Live Data Feed**: Indicates whether the Map is receiving a live feed of data. When the map is showing Latest Statistics the indicators will auto-refresh when data has been updated.
3.1.7 Legend

A collapsible item in the Info panel shows the Legend that classifies the data currently displayed on the Map.

- **Legend Band Toggles.** show or hide any indicator classified in that band.
- **Counter.** displays total number of data sets for the legend; number auto-adjusts according to map options selected.

3.1.8 Data Set Reference

A collapsible item in the Info panel shows a list of data set references which can be overlayed on the map as new indicator layers. When data set references are displayed, each has a pop-up window containing a statistic summary for the related data set.
3.1.9 Heat Maps and Isolines

A collapsible item in the Info panel shows a list of heat maps and isolines that can be overlayed on the map. Each layer can be applied independently of the other. Selecting the switch option changes the parameter and statistic to reflect statistic values used to generate the selected heat map and isolines.

3.1.10 Layers Selector

A collapsible item in the Info panel that gives you the ability to add layers (overlays) on the map. A precipitation layer is shown below.
3.1.11 Indicators

- These symbols identify your locations and data sets.
- When a statistic is selected, the indicator usually includes a number.
- When a legend is selected, it is evaluated and colored according to the legend selected.

3.1.12 Pop-up Windows

Clicking on an indicator displays contextual information.

There are three different types of pop-up windows can display depending on the type of data being viewed.

**Location Pop-up Windows**

- Are displayed when no Parameter is selected, so the map is in Location-centric mode
- Displays the Location Identifier, Name, Type, Folder, Coordinates, Elevation and number of Data Sets
- Displays a link to the Location page
Data Set Pop-up Windows

- Are displayed when a Parameter is selected, so the map is in Data Set-centric mode
- Displays the Data Set Identifier and Location Name
- Displays the Status when displayed value has a Legend
- Displays timestamps for Start of Record, End of Record, and Last Updated
- Depending on configured data, Statistic values, Parameter Range values, and State values can be shown.
- Displays links to the Location and Data set pages

Data Set Reference Pop-up Windows
• Displays when Data Set References have been added to the Map, these are a separate type of Map Indicator
• Displays the Location Identifier and Name
• Displays the Status
• Displays the Type and Related Data Set
• Displays the Range Minimum and Maximum values
• Displays a link to the Location and Related Data set pages

3.2 Data Mode > List

The List page provides a grid-based view of the data currently displayed on the map. As with the Map page, you can use the List page’s data filters to specify:

• The folder, parameter or value to display.
• The latest data, or daily, monthly, or yearly data displayed.
• The location and/or data set properties the data should be associated with.

The columns shown on the grid depend on whether the grid is Location or Data Set centric:

• If no Parameter is selected the grid is Location-centric and displays the following columns: Identifier, Location, Location Folder, Location Type, Value, State, Status, and Go To. Optionally, State displays if a Location State has been configured.
If Parameters are selected the grid is Data Set-centric and displays the following columns: Data Set Id, Location, Location Folder, Start of Record, End of Record, Value, State, Status, Go To. Optionally, State displays if a Data Set State has been configured.

3.2.1 Grid Pages: Available Actions

Data is displayed on the Data mode’s List page in an interactive grid.
When grids are displayed, you can act on individual grid items using the Row Actions buttons on the right-side of the grid.

You can also act on the entire contents of the grid using the grid’s headers, as well as the Page Actions menu.

The image and list below highlight some of the functionality available when viewing a WebPortal grid.

- **1. Sort.** To sort the grid by a particular column, click its header. Clicking the header toggles the sort order between ascending, descending, and not sorted – indicated respectively by an upward arrow, a downward arrow, or no arrow next to the column’s name.

- **2. Filter.** To filter the grid’s contents by a particular column, click the filter icon on the right side of the column header, complete the fields in the dialog displayed, then click the **Filter** button in the dialog. If a column has an active filter, its filter icon is highlighted.

- **3. Item Count.** The total number of items in a grid at any given time is always displayed at the bottom of the grid.

- **4. Go To column.** This column provides navigation options to switch directly to other tabs. In Location-centric mode the user can go to the Map (centre and zoom on the Location) or directly to any tab under the Location tab. In Data Set-centric mode the user can go to the Map, Location tabs or directly to any tab under the Data Set tab.

- **5. Refresh.** To refresh your underlying data when viewing the latest interval, either select this option from the Page Actions menu, or click the **Refresh Data** icon at the bottom-right of the grid.
• **Options menu button.** This button provides the following functions.
  
  ◦ **Export Grid.** To export the grid’s contents to CSV or Excel format, click the Options menu button in the top-right corner of the page.
  
  ◦ **Send Data Sets to Export.** To export the data sets captured by the page’s current Data Filter and Info panel settings, click the Page Actions menu (top-right of page) and select this option. This auto-populates the Add Data Sets section of the form on the Export page, and redirects you to the page so you can configure the remaining export options.
  
  ◦ **Send Data Sets to Chart.** To view a chart containing the page’s captured data sets, select this option from the Page Actions menu. This auto-configures the Chart page, and redirects you so you can view your chart.
  
  ◦ **Reset Sort, Clear Filters.** To reset the grid’s sort settings to their default state and to remove all of the grid’s active Data Filters, select this option from the Page Actions menu.

### 3.3 Data Mode > Folder

The Folder page displays all information for a selected location folder. The page features two tabs: Summary and Alerts.

#### 3.3.1 Summary Tab

The Folder page’s Summary tab displays:

• Data about the selected folder.

• A list of links to the selected folder’s child folders.

• A grid listing all descendant locations contained within the folder’s hierarchy. Each location in the grid has a
Go To button that enables easy navigation to either the map, or to a particular tab on the location’s page.

3.3.2 Alerts Tab

The Folder page’s Alerts tab displays notifications triggered by or related to any locations within the current folder’s hierarchy.

3.4 Data Mode > Location

The Location page displays all information for a Location. The page features three tabs: Summary, Alerts, and Reports.

3.4.1 Summary Tab

The Summary tab displays:

- Data about the selected location, including any regular and/or extended location attributes that are configured to be visible to you, based on your user account, view group, or security role.
- A link to the selected location’s parent folder.
- Buttons for exporting the location’s data.
- A grid of data sets including the location, each with links to a map and other applicable pages.

A location’s coordinates may be displayed as Longitude/Latitude, Easting/Northing, or both, as applicable.
The location is listed with any tags inherited from Time-Series and configured to be displayed in WebPortal, either globally or for the specific view group.

3.4.2 Alerts Tab

The Alerts tab displays notifications triggered by or related to the current Location.
3.4.3 File Tab

The files tab displays all files synchronized from AQUARIUS Time-Series that are available to the current user. Images and other files are shown. You can set or clear the Show Images and Show Files check boxes to see only images or only files. If image files are shown, a preview displays to the right of the file list.

Click Filter By Tags: to filter the files by Time-Series tags.

3.4.4 Reports Tab

The Location page’s Reports tab displays a grid listing any reports synced to AQUARIUS WebPortal from Time-Series systems for the selected Location.

Clicking a report’s link in the grid opens that report in your browser, as shown in the following example:
3.4.5 Dashboard Tabs

Every Dashboard configured for the Location is displayed on a unique tab, labelled with the name of the Dashboard.

3.5 Data Mode > Data Set

The Data Set page displays all information for a data set. The information is grouped into the following tabs within the main page: Summary, Chart, Grid, Statistics, Alerts, Export, and Reports.

3.5.1 Summary Tab

The Data Set page’s Summary tab displays a summary of information about the data set. This includes the parameter and unit, the start and end of record, and more. This standard information is also shown in the Info panel.

Any regular or extended data set attributes configured to be visible to you (based on your user account, view group, or security role) are displayed here.

If the Data Set has been defined with parameter ranges, these should also be displayed. Possible examples include dam spill levels, environmental compliance bands, licence limits, and flooding levels.
3.5.2 Chart Tab

The Chart tab displays the Data Set’s time-series data plotted onto a chart.

Hovering over any point on the chart without clicking displays the Date/Time and the Parameter value at that point.

Zooming in – either by dragging the controls in the navigation bar below the chart, or by clicking and dragging horizontally within the chart – reloads the chart with reset axes, and provides finer-grained display of data points within the chart.
Interval Filter Options

From the Interval filter’s drop-down list you can select from the following options:

- **Latest.** The chart should display 24 hours into the past and six hours into the future by default, with a dashed line representing now.

- **Periodic.** You can specify a calendar day, month, or year to view periodic data.

- **Seasonal.** You can change the seasonal period by switching the interval and setting the date. For example, you can choose the Seasonal: Daily interval to view the same calendar day of data for a reference period (that spans several years). This is useful if you want to view and compare data for the same seasonal interval from year to year.

**NOTE** When viewing a seasonal interval chart from the Data Set view, the system default shows the data sets as two separate series (current year and last year for comparison).
Custom. You can also select a custom date range to view any range of data.

Info Panel Options

The Info panel on the Data Set page’s Charts tab displays information about the Data Set, and includes the collapsible sections Chart Options, Chart Layers, Grade Codes, and Approval Levels.

- **Chart Options.** Allows you to perform actions such as resetting the zoom level, switching between pan and zoom modes, and switching the time zone.
  - You can use **Edit Chart** to launch a dialog allowing you to add or remove Data Sets, modify the use and appearance of the axes, modify a number of display settings, and add or remove Chart Layers. Signed-in users can save charts from this menu that are available for their own viewing. Administrators can save charts from this menu that are available for everyone to view.

  **HINT** To learn more, see **Data Mode > Chart.**

- **Chart Layers.** Allows for toggling on/off the display of any available layers that exist for the selected location, parameter, or interval, including:
  - Field Visit data
  - Parameter Range Data (such as Flooding Levels)
- Parameter Lines (such as the 50th percentile/median)
- Percentile Bands (with selected Reference Periods and Intervals)
- Data Set Reference Locations (such as Flood-Prone Roads, or Flood-Prone Locations)

- **Grade Code Legend.** Contains a legend showing color/grade assignments of the displayed time-series data. These colors are displayed directly beneath the plot area in the Grade bar.

- **Approval Levels Legend.** Contains a legend showing color/approval assignments of the displayed time-series data. These colors are displayed directly beneath the plot area in the Approval bar.

NOTE Grades and Approval Levels are shown below the chart only when a single data set is being displayed. If multiple data sets are displayed, the Grades and Approval Levels are not shown.

### 3.5.3 Grid Tab

The Data Set page’s Grid tab shows the same time-series data from the chart, but displayed in tabular format. As well as displaying the list of times and values, the Grid tab displays other important information about each data point, such as its Grade Code, Approval Level, and Interpolation Type.

The Info panel for this tab displays information about the Data Set, and includes collapsible sections for Grid Options, Grade Codes, and Approval Levels.
3.5.4 Statistics Tab

The Data Set page’s Statistics tab displays all statistics that are calculated for the Data Set over the selected Interval. As statistics are pre-calculated for the defined intervals, they are not available against the custom interval.

The image below shows an example of three different statistics calculated for stream height data. Statistics are pre-calculated for the defined intervals, and are therefore not available for custom intervals.

The Info panel for this tab displays information about the Data Set, and includes a collapsible section for grade codes.

3.5.5 Alerts Tab

The Data Set page’s Alerts tab display alert notifications triggered by or related to the current location. The image below shows a high tide alert for Brisbane River Mouth.

The Info panel for this tab displays information about the Data Set.
3.5.6 Export Tab

The Data Set page’s Export tab allows users to export data sets from the selected location.
1. Click **Data Type**, then choose an option from the drop-down list. Each Data Type has different fields required to perform the export, the rest of the fields on the page may change depending on your choice.

2. Set the remaining fields on the page to the required options for your export. These fields are populated with default values designed to meet most common requirements.

3. Choose one of the following options:

   - Click **Download** to export zipped files containing individual export files for all data sets (time-series) for the selected Location.

   - If available, click **Copy to Clipboard** to copy the URL inside the Export URL field. This URL can be used to begin an automatic download of the data you’ve specified. In addition to being bookmarked or shared with others, these links can also be used in conjunction with the WebPortal API.

### 3.5.7 Reports Tab

The Data Set page’s Reports tab displays a grid listing any reports synced to AQUARIUS WebPortal from AQUARIUS Time-Series systems for the selected Data Set.
Clicking a report’s link in the grid opens the report in your browser.

3.5.8 Dashboard Tabs

Every Dashboard configured for the Data Set is displayed on a unique tab, labelled with the name of the Dashboard.

3.6 Data Mode > Chart

Data Mode’s Charts page displays a user-selected chart, where the charts available for selection are ones that have already been created and configured in AQUARIUS WebPortal. Location Charts can be identified by the Location sub-heading.

Any signed in users can view and modify existing charts. Administrators can save and delete charts that are available to all users. Standard users are able to create charts only accessible to themselves.

While charts can be edited when working in the Chart tab on the Data Set page, charts can only be created when working in the main Charts page.

To create or edit a chart, launch the Chart form by clicking the appropriate button in the panel on the right-hand side of the page. (Note that the Edit Chart button is only visible when viewing an existing chart.)

The Create Chart entry form is subdivided into six tabs, each used for configuring different properties of a given chart, such as modifying the series displayed, the axes used, and several other chart settings. Each of these tabs is described below.
3.6.1 Location Charts

Where regular charts have a Data Set specified for each Chart Series, a Location Chart has a Parameter specified for each Chart Series.

If a user selects a Location Chart to view, they are asked to select a location. When the location is selected, the chart loads using data sets from that location. Location Charts cannot be modified in Data Mode, they must be modified in Admin or View Group Admin mode.

Clicking Edit Chart with a Location Chart selected shows all current Chart Series as a regular chart. These can be modified, and then previewed or saved as a regular Chart.

3.6.2 Chart Series Tab

This tab is used to add one or more series and configure how they are displayed in the chart.

Each series added to the chart:

- Is one of the following types: Data Set, Statistic, or Seasonal Statistic.
- Must have a location, time-series, or parameter set in order to display on the chart.
- Is configured with a Chart Method. If the Chart Method is set to the default of Auto, the system uses one of its default chart methods, each of which are based on the interpolation type of the time-series involved.
- Is configured with an axis. The axis generally defaults to Primary, but can default to Inverted for Parameters of your choosing. For more information about this, refer to the Y Axes Tab sub-section below.

### NOTE
If you are creating or editing a chart with a seasonal interval and adding a series, you must specify a year to enable year-on-year comparisons.
Where more customization for a series is required, clicking the More button at the bottom right of the Series’ section in the form displays fields that can be used to change the line and marker settings, change the Legend and Tooltip Types, and apply Pre-processing to the time-series data.

Legend and Tooltip Types can be set to Full, Brief, or Custom. Full displays the identifier, location, parameter, and unit of the Data Set. Brief displays only the Code. Custom displays the text entered into the Legend Text or Tooltip Text boxes.

Any pre-processing is applied to the time-series data before being displayed on a chart.

3.6.3 Y Axes Tab

The Y Axes tab is used to add one or more Y Axes, and configure how they’re displayed in the Chart.

When plotting multiple series that have different types of data (for example, cumulative rainfall and stream heights), multiple Y axes are required to accommodate the differing parameters/units and correctly display the data.

By default, three pre-created Y axes are displayed in the tab – Primary, Secondary, and Inverted. These defaults can be modified, and additional axes can be added. Any axes created and listed in this tab are automatically available for selection in the Axis drop-down list described in the Data Set Tab section above.
Where more customization for an Axis is required, clicking the More button (at the bottom right of the Axis’ section in the form) displays fields that can be used to change fonts and colors, to select whether the Axis should be Logarithmic, and to select whether the Axis should be Reversed (as is the case for the Inverted Axis).

**About the Inverted Y Axis**

When a series is assigned the inverted axis, its parameter is displayed upside down in the chart. This can be done manually each time you add or edit a series, or it can be set to occur automatically, so that each time a series is created for chosen parameters (e.g., groundwater), its axis defaults to Inverted. To choose which parameters should default to the inverted axis, go to Account Settings and modify the Setting Group Web-portal. Charts that has the Setting Key `InvertParameters`.)
3.6.4 X Axis Tab

The X Axis tab is used to configure the display properties for the chart’s X Axis. Settings can be based on global defaults, or overridden with custom values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
<th>Override</th>
<th>Override Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Label Font Size</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title Font Size</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axis Colour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid Colour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6.5 Chart Settings Tab

The Chart Settings tab is used to further configure the chart’s display properties. Settings can be based on global defaults, or overridden with custom values.
3.6.6 Chart Layers Tab

The Chart Layers tab is used to configure and save which available layers should be displayed each time a chart is viewed (from the Charts tab, or in a Dashboard).

Where a saved chart includes multiple series, each series may have its own layer options to choose from.

Available Layers for a given Series may include:

- **Field Visit Data.** Available if a Field Visits time-series exists for the same location and parameter.

- **Parameter Range Values.** Labelled by the name of the Parameter Range Definition (for example, ‘Flooding Levels’ for a Stage location).

- **Data Set Reference Locations.** Available if a Data Set Reference Location has been associated with the time-series. (For example, ‘Flood-Prone Roads’ and ‘Flood-Prone Locations’).

- **Percentile Bands and Lines.** Available if a Percentile Statistic has been calculated against the Location. You can add multiple percentile layers for different reference periods and intervals in the Chart Layers tab.
3.6.7 Save Chart Tab

The Save Chart tab is used to save chart configurations by name, so they are easily available for later re-use and modification.

Any saved charts can be accessed from the Charts tab, as well as added to Dashboards.

In the Save Chart form, you can specify the type to control user access, and choose a default interval to default the chart display to a specific time frame (for example, Last 30 days, Current Year, or a Custom date range of any period).
3.7 Data Mode > Export

Data mode’s Export page contains configuration options that you can use to bulk export your data sets. You can export multiple data sets for multiple parameters from multiple locations all to a single, time-aligned file. You can also export them to separate files for each data set, depending on your preferences for a given export.

When using this page to export your data sets from WebPortal, you can specify the date range, the interval, the output file format, and what metadata to include or exclude.

When you have captured the data on the Map or List pages that you want to bulk export, select **Send to Export** from the Page Actions drop-down list. This takes you directly to the Export page, and the target data sets are automatically added to the form and ready for export.

3.7.1 Available Actions

In addition to using the form sections on this page to export your data sets, you can also:

- **Save as Template.** Any time you export data in a way that you think will be repeated, use this button to save the form settings as a template for future use. Once saved, a template can be used the next time you want to use the form—simply select the template from the drop-down menu to instantly populate the form from the template’s settings.

- **Copy Export URL to Clipboard.** Configure the export form as desired, click the Copy button next to the Export URL field, and you now have a link that can be used to begin an automatic download of the data you’ve specified on the form. In addition to being shared with others, the link can be used in conjunction with the WebPortal API.

3.7.2 Bulk Export Data Sets

Using this page to export your data involves:

1. Filling out the form sections to specify your preferences.
2. Adding the data sets to be exported.

The following table provides information about each of the form sections and their fields, including some examples for individual field names and values.
## Export Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prefill from Template?</td>
<td>Template...</td>
<td>Select an export template to instantly populate the form sections with the specifications saved in the template. Because export templates can be owned at different security levels, View Group and User Account modes each have a dedicated page for creating templates at those ownership levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Range</td>
<td>Entire Period of Record</td>
<td>Choose a date range from options such as Custom, Entire Period of Record, Overlapping Period of Record, Today, Last 7 Days, and so on. Overlapping Period of Record uses the earliest start date and the latest end date that is common to all of the data sets specified in the form section that follows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Zone</td>
<td>UTC+10:00</td>
<td>Specify the time zone and calendar you want to use. The default calendar is Calendar Year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calendar</td>
<td>BOM Water Year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval/Points</td>
<td>Hourly</td>
<td>Specify whether you want to export Points as Recorded, or aggregated data for one of the interval options, such as Daily or Monthly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points Every...</td>
<td>3 Hours</td>
<td>If you specify an interval in this field, another field displays to the right so you can specify the frequency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export Format</td>
<td>JSON</td>
<td>Choose between the file types CSV, Excel, and JSON.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single/Multi File</td>
<td>Single Time-Aligned File</td>
<td>Specify whether you want the data sets exported to separate files, or to a single time-aligned file with data aggregated to a common interval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rounding</td>
<td>Full Precision Or Round Data to Default Specification</td>
<td>Choose between exporting data with full precision, or rounding the values using the default Rounding Specification. If a Rounding Specification has not been set, the system default in Global Settings is applied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include (Metadata)?</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Specify whether to include or exclude the types of metadata shown with your exported data sets. Fields displayed here are contextually dependent: Grade Codes, Approval Levels, Qualifiers, or Interpolation Types for example.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Sets

For each data set you want to export, click the + Add Data Set button, then use the drop-down menus to specify the Location and the Data Set ID.

If you specified an interval to export aggregated data, the Conversion Options field will contain a list of options including Interval Calculations and Unit Conversions that may be applied to the Data Set. Otherwise, the Conversion Options field will only include Unit Conversions.

**Copy Export URL to Clipboard.** When the Export URL field and a Copy to Clipboard button are available, you can copy the URL inside the field that can be used to begin an automatic download of the data you’ve specified on the form. In addition to being bookmarked or shared with others, these links can also be used in conjunction with the WebPortal API.

When exporting to a single time-aligned file, the order in which your data sets are listed in the file mirrors the way they are listed in this form section. If you want to reorder the data sets before exporting, drag-and-drop using the arrows to the left of the data sets shown in the image above.

### 3.8 Data Mode > Alerts

When Latest is selected as the Interval, the Alerts page displays a list of any currently triggered alerts.

When Periodic is selected as the interval, the Alerts page displays a list of all alerts triggered within the specified period.
3.9 Data Mode > Reports

Use the Reports page to make and run Info Requests and view custom reports published in AQUARIUS Time-Series.
3.9.1 Info Requests

Info Requests are text-based reports that are generated on-demand. They can be accessed through AQUARIUS WebPortal, but are also available via email request and text message (SMS) request for remote access. Any available Info Request can be selected from the drop-down list at the top of the page.

Where an Info Request requires additional arguments to run, an additional text-box field for entering those arguments displays. Clicking the Run Info Request button runs the request (and any additional arguments) and returns a text-based output in the main window.

3.9.2 Reports

The Info Panel for the Reports page displays a tree hierarchy of available reports that can you can click to download. Downloaded Reports may be PDF files.

3.10 Data Mode > Dashboards

Dashboards are used to display a series of widgets, allowing a quick overview of data in AQUARIUS WebPortal. Dashboards are created and configured by an administrator, and appear as a list under the Dashboards tab.

Dashboards are subject to one of three user-based viewing permissions defined by an administrator, where:

- **Global.** Gives access to all users.
- **View Group.** Gives access to individuals assigned to a view group.
- **User.** Gives access to only to a specified individual.

Where only one Dashboard exists, the Dashboards page is replaced by a tab with the same name as that Dashboard.

When no Dashboards are defined, this page does not appear in the Page List.

Dashboard widgets that can be used include Free Text, Charts, Grids, Info Requests and Webcams. Widgets can also display external content, including websites, YouTube videos, and Twitter Timelines.

Some widgets have drop-down menus or text fields, allowing the user to enter data. Examples of user data include plain text, selecting a Data Set, a Location, a Chart, or a Script.
4 About Account Mode

Account mode allows registered Users to view, configure, and manage numerous items and settings specific to their account. To learn more about the tasks you can perform in Account Mode, see:

- **Account Overview**
- **Manage Account**
- **Account Settings**
- **Account Charts**
- **Account Dashboards**
- **Account Widgets**
- **Account Export Templates**
- **Change Password**

4.1 Account Mode > Account Overview

The Account Overview page displays Account-related information, including:

- Your Security Role
- Your View Group
- Your linked External Sign In Accounts
- Your Distribution Groups
- Your Alerts
4.1.1 Additional Actions

In addition to viewing your Account information, you can also use the Page Actions menu to:

- Get the page’s **Permalink**.
- Load **Help** documents.

4.2 Account Mode > Manage Account

The Manage Account page contains three entry form sections that a signed-in user can use to view and edit account-related information and options, including:

- Personal details
- External Sign In options
- Alert Notification preferences and contact information

4.2.1 Additional Actions

In addition to managing your account, you can also use the Page Actions menu to:
• Get the page’s Permalink.

• Load Help documents.

4.2.2 Link an External Account

If an administrator has configured Sign In access to any external accounts, one or more Link Account buttons should appear in the User Account form section on this page.

To use your Google or Microsoft account to sign in to WebPortal, click the applicable button and follow the workflow to enter your account details.

You can also remove a linked external account at any time.

NOTE The first time you sign in using an external account, you are required to accept an agreement that information will be shared with your WebPortal system. This is just related to your email address or username, which are used to link accounts. AQUARIUS WebPortal does not retrieve any additional information from your external accounts.

4.3 Account Mode > Account Settings

The grid on the Account Settings page lists uncollected settings for various parts of the system.

Settings displayed include user account-specific settings, view group and global settings.

• Global settings only appear if allowed by your user privileges and they have not already been overridden by a user account or view group setting.

• View group settings only appear if allowed by your user privileges, you are assigned to a view group, and they have not already been overridden by an Account Setting.

IMPORTANT Account Settings follow the same rules as Global and View Group Settings -- their data are not validated by the system in any way, and their Setting Group and Setting Key cannot be modified once created. For this reason, we recommend caution when making changes to any values for these types of Settings.

4.3.1 Available Actions

If you have full privileges for this page, you can.
- Create new Account Mode > Account Settings.
- View, edit, or delete Account Mode > Account Settings.
- Clone Account Mode > Account Settings.
- Use the Page Actions menu to:
  - Load Help documents.
  - Export all items returned by the page’s current grid settings.
  - Change the grid’s sort and filter settings.
  - Refresh the page.

You can also override or remove the override from an existing view group or global setting.

### 4.4 Account Mode > Account Charts

The Account Charts page lists any existing charts owned by the user or by a view group to which they belong, as well as globally-owned charts. Charts listed on this page that are not owned by the user can only be viewed or cloned; they cannot be modified.

#### 4.4.1 Available Actions

If you have full privileges for this page, you can:

- Create new Account Mode > Account Charts.
- View, edit, or delete Account Mode > Account Charts.
- Clone Account Mode > Account Charts.
- Preview one of your existing Account Mode > Account Charts.
- Use the Page Actions menu to:
  - Get the page’s Permalink.
  - Load Help documents.
  - Export all items returned by the page’s current grid settings.
  - Change the grid’s sort and filter settings.
  - Refresh the page.
4.5 Account Mode > Account Dashboards

The Account Dashboards page lists any existing dashboards owned by the user or by a view group to which they belong, as well as globally-owned dashboards. Dashboards listed on this page that are not owned by the user can only be viewed or cloned, they cannot be modified.

Each Dashboard listed in the grid on the Account Dashboards page represents a fully customizable page that is either configured – or ready to be configured – to display one or more of your widgets according to your specifications.

Account dashboards and their Widgets provide quick access to frequently-viewed information.

4.5.1 Available Actions

If you have full privileges for this page, you can.

- Create new Account Mode > Account Dashboards.
- View, edit, or delete Account Mode > Account Dashboards.
- Clone Account Mode > Account Dashboards.
- Use the Page Actions menu to.
  - Load Help documents.
  - Export all items returned by the page’s current grid settings.
  - Change the grid’s sort and filter settings.
  - Refresh the page.

You can also view an account dashboard that does not belong to your user account.

4.5.2 Create an Account Dashboard

Before you can configure an Account Dashboard’s contents and appearance, you must first create it.

1. Go to Account > Account Dashboards.
2. Click the Create button.
3. Complete the form sections.

HINT If there is an existing Account Dashboard you want to use as the basis for a new one, simply clone it, then rename and edit the clone.
The following table provides information about the form section and its fields, including some examples for individual field names and values.

### Create Dashboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Gauges</td>
<td>Dashboard name must be unique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Type</td>
<td>&gt;User</td>
<td>This field is pre-populated with the User owner type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Widget Dash-</td>
<td>Yes, No</td>
<td>Allows a Dashboard to be optimized to display a single Widget taking up all space available. When set to Yes&quot; a&quot;Widget&quot; drop-down list will be shown to select the Widget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No other configuration is required or possible for these types of Dashboards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Options: Yes, No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dashboards can be switched between active and inactive. While you can create any number of Dashboards, the number that can be Active at the same time depends on your licence. The default licence allows for two concurrently active Dashboards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Dashboard On</td>
<td>Select Show Dashboard On...</td>
<td>This field controls where the dashboard displays. Options include: Left Side Menu, All Location Tabs, Selected Locations' Tabs, All Data Set Tabs, Selected Data Sets' Tabs, and Only Data Set Tabs with selected Parameter. Selection determines the Dashboard’s configuration options displayed below. If Left Side Menu is selected, no additional configuration options are displayed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Names</td>
<td>Example Values</td>
<td>Usage and Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Dashboard On</td>
<td>All Location Tabs</td>
<td>If the Dashboard is configured to appear on either All Location Tabs or All Data Set Tabs, the user can also select Override Widget Variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Override Widget Variables</td>
<td>Fixed and User Selected</td>
<td>Specify which Locations or Data Sets in the Widgets are to be overridden. Options include Fixed and User Selected, Fixed Only, and User Selected Only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Show Dashboard On</td>
<td>Selected Locations' Tabs</td>
<td>If the Dashboard is configured to appear on either Selected Locations' Tabs or Selected Data Sets' Tabs, the user can also select Locations or Data Sets by Location in addition to Override Widget Variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locations</td>
<td>Search for a Location...</td>
<td>Select a Location if the Dashboard is configured to appear on either Selected Locations' Tabs or Selected Data Sets' Tabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Sets</td>
<td>Select a Data Set</td>
<td>Select a Data Set for the Location specified if the Dashboard is configured to appear on Selected Data Sets' Tabs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Override Widget Variables</td>
<td>Fixed Only</td>
<td>Specify which Locations or Data Sets in the Widgets are to be overridden. Options include Fixed and User Selected, Fixed Only, and User Selected Only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Show Dashboard On</td>
<td>Only Data Set Tabs with selected Parameter</td>
<td>If the Dashboard is configured to appear on Only Data Set Tabs with selected Parameter, the user can select the Parameter of Data Sets to which the Dashboard applies in addition to Override Widget Variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Select Parameter...</td>
<td>The Dashboard will only appear with Data Sets with the selected Parameter if the Dashboard is configured to appear on Only Data Set Tabs with selected Parameter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.5.3 Configure an Existing Account Dashboard

Once an Account Dashboard has been created, configure its contents and appearance as follows:

1. Go to **Account > Account Dashboards**.
2. In the grid, locate your target Account Dashboard.
3. Click its **Row Actions** button, then select **Configure** from the drop-down menu.

The Configure page for each Account Dashboard contains a blank canvas and a set of controls for:

- Adding regular widgets.
- Adding embedded widgets (if any exist).
- Creating and adding new embedded widgets.

Embedded widgets are created on the Configure Dashboard page, whereas regular widgets are those created on the Create Widget page.

Embedded widgets are available only to their single, associated dashboard.

Widgets can be:

- **Moved**. Click-and-drag anywhere in the widget when the hand icon is visible.
- **Resized**. Click-and-drag the bottom-right corner once the arrow icon is visible.
- **Deleted**. Click the Delete icon.
- **Refreshed**. Click the Refresh icon to update the widget’s data.

⚠️ **IMPORTANT** To save any changes you make in an entry form, you must select one of the options in the Save drop-down button before leaving the page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Override Widget</td>
<td>User Selected</td>
<td>Specify which Data Sets in the Widgets are to be overridden. Options include Fixed and User Selected, Fixed Only, and User Selected Only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 Account Mode > Account Widgets

The Account Widgets page lists any existing widgets owned by the user or by a view group to which they belong, as well as globally-owned widgets. Widgets listed on this page that are not owned by the user can only be viewed or cloned, they cannot be modified.

Each one listed in the grid on the Account Widgets page represents a fully customizable, mini-application that currently exists in your system, and can be placed on one or more of your Dashboards.

Account [Dashboards](#) and their widgets provide quick access to frequently-viewed information.

4.6.1 Available Actions

If you have full privileges for this page, you can.

- Create new Account Mode > Account Widgets.
- View, edit, or delete Account Mode > Account Widgets.
- Clone Account Mode > Account Widgets.
- Use the Page Actions menu to.
  - Load Help documents.
  - Export all items returned by the page’s current grid settings.
  - Change the grid’s sort and filter settings.
  - Refresh the page.

You can also view an account widget that does not belong to your user account.

4.6.2 Create an Account Widget

Each account widget you create must be based on an existing widget template. AQUARIUS WebPortal offers several system-defined widgets; additional widgets can be created by administrative users, or users with View Group Administration privileges.

**HINT** If there is an existing account widget you want to use as the basis for a new one, simply clone it, then rename and edit the clone.

1. Go to Account > Account Widgets.
2. Click Create.
3. Complete the form sections.
IMPORTANT  To save any changes you make in an entry form, you must select one of the options in the Save drop-down button before leaving the page.

The following tables provide information about each of the form sections and their fields, including some examples for individual field names and values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Video - AI Water Data Mgmt.</td>
<td>The widget's name must be unique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner Type</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>This field is pre-populated with the User owner type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widget Template</td>
<td>YouTube Video</td>
<td>Select from the available widgets. Once you choose a template, two additional form sections may appear on the page: Instructions and Input Variables.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Instructions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N/A)</td>
<td>The YouTube Video Widget Template allows you to embed a YouTube video onto a Dashboard. The YouTube Video Widget Template allows you to embed a YouTube video onto a Dashboard.</td>
<td>After selecting a widget template, this section displays, allowing you to read the instructions specified in the widget template.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the ‘VideoID’ set this to the unique code that identifies the YouTube Video.

There are several ways to find this code, from the URL https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cwniIjh_dQ the code is highlighted. Under the video YouTube also includes a Share option which uses a shorter URL https://youtu.be/8cwniIjh_dQ the VideoID can be found at the end of this Share URL.

As an example use “8cwniIjh_dQ” as the VideoID Input Variable. This will display the “Water Data Management – Faster Analysis. Better Decisions.” video from the Aquatic Informatics Inc. YouTube channel.
### Input Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video ID</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>After selecting a widget template, this section displays, allowing you to enter the required input variables specified in the widget template. Most widget templates generate fields in this section that allow you to specify whether the variable value should remain fixed, or should be set to a default value that can be edited when viewing the widget on a dashboard. Some widget templates -- those that specify Content In Widget = True -- generate a single text field in this section for entering the content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>8cwiniJh_dQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Advanced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Names</th>
<th>Example Values</th>
<th>Usage and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Show Header</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The fields in this section allow you to specify whether the widget should display a header and footer, and what the contents of each should be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show Footer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>The Static and Update Interval fields are related as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>- If Static is set to No, then when viewing this widget on a dashboard, its data are refreshed at the rate specified in the Update Interval field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update Interval (minutes)</td>
<td></td>
<td>- If Static is set to Yes, then the widget’s data is only loaded once, at the time you load the dashboard.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that if the widget template selected above specifies Static = Yes, these fields are grayed-out and cannot be edited at the widget level.

### 4.7 Account Mode > Account Export Templates

The Account Export Templates page lists any existing templates owned by the user or by a view group to which they belong, as well as globally-owned templates. Templates listed on this page that are not owned by the user can only be viewed or cloned, they cannot be modified.
4.7.1 Available Actions

If you have full privileges for this page, you can:

- Create new Account Mode > Account Export Templates.
- View, edit, or delete Account Mode > Account Export Templates.
- Clone Account Mode > Account Export Templates.
- Preview one of your existing Account Mode > Account Export Templates.
- Use the Page Actions menu to:
  - Get the page’s Permalink.
  - Load Help documents.
  - Export all items returned by the page’s current grid settings.
  - Change the grid’s sort and filter settings.
  - Refresh the page.

You can also save Export templates any time you are exporting data using the Export page. Simply click the Save as Template button whenever the form is configured the way you want it.

4.8 Account Mode > Change Password

The Change Password page is the same one that is displayed when a temporary password is entered. As long as you know your account’s current password, you can change it using the entry form on this page.
Change Password

Please enter your current password, then enter and confirm your new password.

Current password

New password

Confirm new password

Change Password

Cancel